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Time for a Splash?

There are times when we need a splash in ministry. The weekly and monthly gatherings are important. But we

need ‘revival’ now and again. I mean those larger, high intensity events that get things pumping.Sometimes it’s

all about fun with young people. Other times it’s a concert of some sort. Summer Camp has been ‘reviving faith’

for a hundred years!

 

Are you ready for a splash event? The pandemic slowed things a lot. But we’ve been slowly emerging from it.

Maybe it would be good to pull everyone together, gather 3, 5, 10 churches and have some fun together.

So how do you start? The journey begins with a team. We need to team to share the load. The ‘one man band’

approach to splash events is bound to lead to trouble with all things leading through one person, or even one

church. So, we need to multiply the hands involved. But we also need to expand the reach. When each leader is

connected to a church with 5, 10, or even 20 people to bring to the event then you’re ready to start planning.

When you get to this stage email me at the conference office. I love to help plan these things and I can offer tips

from a lot of years of doing them! darrenc@calnevumc.org

Summer Youth CampingSummer Youth Camping
Boundaries Training ResourceBoundaries Training Resource
Teaching about boundaries is just one of many important topics to cover as we train youth

directors and camp staff to work with children and youth. A fellow camp leader in the Summer

Camp Professionals Facebook Group shared their camp's training slide deck -- an excellent

starting point for Directors needing to create or revamp this training module before any youth

event or summer camp season. Check it out! 

FOR MORE VISIT: www.calnevypm.org
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                                                    BCRM is putting out an open call for a  

                                                     nurse for the camps at Monte Toyon

                                                    and Lodestar this summer. The camps

                                                     happen back to back, July 9-15 in 

                                                     Monte Toyon, then July 17-23 at

Lodestar! The reality of camping ministry in 2022 is that we

need to have trained professionals taking care of our young

people. The difficult part is finding a nurse who is able to take

this time and feels called to do it. If you are this person who

know someone who is, please invite them to contact us… or

vice versa! Help is to put on great, and safe, camps!

The impact grants are in and Cal-Nev campsites got three

grants! The United Methodist Camping and Retreat Ministry

received a $1,000,000 donation to create lasting impacts on

camping. Submissions came from across the denomination

amounting to $4,000,000 in requests. Upon hearing this, the

granting foundation raised their gifting to $2,500,000 allowing

UMCRM to grant 62% of the requests. 

Camp Lodestar, Lake Tahoe Retreat and Waller Center each

put in proposals for improvements. Lake Tahoe received a

grant of $10,000 for their project to enhance their

accessibility on the pathways that lead to the building’s two

floors. Waller Center received $4,000 to improve the lighting

in the chapel, allowing them to hold worship and events. And

Camp Lodestar was awarded $20,000 to replace the high

ropes courses. Just in time for summer?

We’re very grateful to UMCRM and the donors for creating the

opportunity for improving camping ministries!

UMCRM Impact Grant
2022 Camp Dates

Adult and Family Camp - June 12-18

Japanese-American Camps 

Jr. High Camp June 26-July 1

Asian Camp July 24-30

Fijian Youth Camp - July 4-8

Toyon Camp - July 9-15

Shasta Family Camp - July 16-22

Camp Lodestar - July 17-23 

Korean Youth Camp - Date TBD

Check out our website for more!

www.calnevypm.org

Please continue to access the Camping and Retreat

Website for updates on the pandemic responses. We

are continuing to recommend that we march forward

with our summer camping events being in person. We

will look at May 2022 to assess how viable that

continues to be. Above all else, we will look to offer

amazing, and safe, camp experiences! 

COVID UpdatesCOVID Updates

Creation & ClimateCreation & Climate
Care EducationCare Education
The Creation & Climate Care zine is an engaging introduction to all things Creation and

climate justice, created by Sojourners. This is a great conversation starter and

discussion resource for middle-school-agers on up. Share with camper families around

Earth Day, use as part of a Creation care unit at a camp or retreat, or post snippets

from action-oriented chapters on your social channels to nurture your community

toward growth in awareness and stewardship. It's cute but also wide-ranging, biblically

grounded, and informative. View the resource

Curriculum: https://www.umcdiscipleship.org/worship-planning/gathered-up-in-jesus
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We’ve set a goal of having a delegation of 40 youth and young adults at Annual

Conference this year. We’re looking for churches to nominate these young people.

We’re seeing this delegation as a pathway toward conference activity and leadership

training. While serving your church and conference, young people will be introduced to

the opportunities, both present and future, that are open to them in the conference. If

you know a young person who is motivated to grow in their leadership and presence we

hope you’ll nominate them. You can find the materials to nominate here.
Questions? talk to Pastor Darren at darrenc@calnevumc.org 

Young People's MinistryYoung People's Ministry
Young People's DelegationYoung People's Delegation

Conference Committee on Young People's

Ministry (CCYPM) has set a few ministry

directions for this year. One of them is in getting

the people who work with young people

connected. Right now the team is looking for

youth workers and youth leaders who might be

interested in putting those networks together.

They might divide by district or circuit or

something else. We’ll let the body of youth

ministry decide. 

Connect with Rev Jacey to be part of it! 

jpickensjones@gmail.com

YOUTH WORKER NETWORKSYOUTH WORKER NETWORKS
Getting Connected!

On March 13 we were treated to an awesome of night of worship as

Café Agape held their first outdoor experience.  There were food

trucks and children bouncing around to add to the fun.  The praise mix

was great, taking us to a great spiritual place.  And the message(s)

were inspiring us to lives of deep faith, especially in a challenging

world.  They gather monthly on the second Sunday in the Pittsburg

UMC parking lot.  All are encouraged to join them!

Café Agape launches outside worship
“Under the Stars”

Is God speaking to us with
our cultural diversity?  

Our diversity is a gift of our conference.  The question is…

how we can we be more intentional about making that

diversity part of how we do ministry? Especially in a world

that can be very ethnically divided, is there a way that our

diversity can speak to a new way of living together?  

Our Conference Committee on Young People’s Ministry

(CCYPM) is wanting to take that journey.  We believe that

young people might even understand better than older

generations the value of this gift.  We are looking for leaders

who share that heart and want to help develop a ministry

vision for this diversity in our conference.  It may lead to

events that celebrate this diversity.  Or it could lead to

developing resources for local churches to do the same. 

 We’ll go where God leads.  If that ministry is calling you,

please reach out to our chair of CCYPM, Lulu Sapigao at

lsapigao@gmail.com.  

Mind and Spirit
The pandemic has taken its toll on our society.  If you

weren’t stressed before we went inside, you’re probably

feeling some now.  The separation is not what God created

and its tough on the spirit.  The Conference Committee on

Young People’s Ministry is feeling called to reflect on how

the church can be a resource for health and wholeness.  At

any age, we need a sense of grounding in our faith and value

to God; especially in this difficult age.  

If you share that heart and concern we’d like you to join us in

creating and/or supporting ministry that helps young

people, parents, (and especially those who work with them)

get help.  Whether that means resources or trainings, we

want to commit ourselves to doing the leg work that leads

to helping the local church provide this care.  Reach out to

Ryland Fernandez at ryland.fernandez@yahoo.com from our

CCYPM Exec team if you want to join that journey.
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